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Abstra t
We propose a fully-dynami distributed algorithm for the all-pairs shortest paths
problem on general networks with positive real edge weights. If  is the number of
pairs of nodes hanging the distan e after a single edge modi ation  (insert, delete,
weight de rease , or weight in rease) then the message omplexity of the proposed
algorithm is O(n ) in the worst ase, where n is the number of nodes of the network.
If  = o(n ), this is better than re omputing everything from s rat h after ea h edge
modi ation. Up to now only a result of Ramarao and Venkatesan was known, stating
that the problem of updating shortest paths in a dynami distributed environment is
as hard as that of omputing shortest paths.
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1 Introdu tion
The importan e of nding shortest paths in graphs is motivated by the numerous theoreti al and pra ti al appli ations known in various elds as, for instan e, in ombinatorial
optimization and in ommuni ation networks (e.g., see [1, 13℄). We onsider the distributed
version of the all-pairs shortest paths problem. Finding eÆ ient solutions for this problem
is ru ial when pro essors in a network need to route messages with the minimum ost.
A tually, in many pra ti al appli ations it is required to manage networks that dynami ally hange over the time, in the sense that ommuni ation links an go up and
down during the lifetime of the network. For this reason, the problem of updating shortest
paths in a dynami distributed environment arises naturally in pra ti al appli ations. For
instan e, the OSPF proto ol, widely used in the Internet (e.g., see [11, 16℄), basi ally updates the routing tables of the nodes after a hange to the network by using a distributed
version of Dijkstra's algorithm. In this and many other ru ial appli ations the worst ase
omplexity of the adopted proto ols is never better than re omputing the shortest paths
from s rat h. Therefore, it is important to nd distributed algorithms for shortest paths
that do not re ompute everything from s rat h after ea h hange to the network, be ause
this ould result very expensive in pra ti e.
If the topology of a network is represented as a graph, where nodes represent pro essors
and edges represent links between pro essors, then the typi al update operations on a
dynami network an be modeled as insertions and deletions of edges and update operations
on the weights of edges. When arbitrary sequen es of the above operations are allowed, we
refer to the fully dynami problem; if only insert and weight de rease (delete and weight
in rease) operations are allowed, then we refer to the in remental (de remental) problem.
Many solutions have been proposed in the literature
to nd and update shortest paths in the sequential ase on graphs with non-negative real
edge weights (e.g., see [1, 13℄ for a wide variety). The state of the art is that no eÆ ient fully
dynami solution is known for general graphs that is faster than re omputing everything
from s rat h after ea h update, both for single-sour e and all-pairs shortest paths. A tually,
only output bounded fully dynami solutions are known on general graphs [6, 14℄.
Some attempts have been made also in the distributed ase [4, 7, 9, 12, 15℄. In this eld
the eÆ ien y of an algorithm is evaluated in terms of message, time and spa e omplexity as
follows. The message omplexity of a distributed algorithm is the total number of messages
sent over the edges. We assume that ea h message ontains O(log n + R) bits, where R is
the number of bits available to represent a real edge weight, and n is the number of nodes
in the network. In pra ti al appli ations messages of this kind are onsidered of \ onstant"
Previous works and motivations.
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size. The time omplexity is the total (normalized) time elapsed from a hange. The spa e
omplexity is the spa e usage per node.
In [7℄, an algorithm is given for omputing all-pairs shortest paths requiring O(n )
messages, ea h of size n. In [9℄, an eÆ ient in remental solution has been proposed for the
distributed all-pairs shortest paths problem, requiring O(n log(nW )) amortized number of
messages over a sequen e of edge insertions and edge weight de reases. Here, W is the
largest positive integer edge weight. In [4℄, Awerbu h et al. propose a general te hnique
that allows to update the all-pairs shortest paths in a distributed network in (n) amortized
number of messages and O(n) time, by using O(n ) spa e per node. In [15℄, Ramarao and
Venkatesan propose algorithms for both nding and updating shortest paths distributively.
They propose a distributed algorithm for nding a shortest paths tree of a network with
positive real edge weights requiring (n ) messages, O(n ) time, and O(n) spa e per node.
Using this algorithm as a subroutine, they give a solution for the all-pairs shortest paths
problem that requires O(n ) messages and time. Furthermore, when only insertions of edges
and edge weight de reases are allowed, they propose a distributed algorithm requiring O(n )
messages and time for updating all-pairs shortest paths. Finally, they give algorithms that
update single-sour e (all-pairs) shortest paths in a fully dynami setting in (n ) (O(n ))
messages and time, and show that, in the worst ase, the problem of updating shortest
paths is as diÆ ult as that of omputing shortest paths.
The results of Ramarao and Venkatesan have a remarkable onsequen e. They suggest
that two main dire tions should be investigated in order to devise eÆ ient fully dynami
algorithms for updating all-pairs shortest paths in a distributed network: i) to study the
trade-o between the message, time and spa e omplexity for ea h kind of dynami hange;
ii) to devise algorithms that are eÆ ient in di erent omplexity models (with respe t to
worst ase and amortized analyses).
Con erning the rst dire tion, in [9℄ an eÆ ient in remental solution has been provided,
and the diÆ ulty of dealing with edge deletions has been addressed. This diÆ ulty arises
also in the sequential ase (see for example [3℄).
In this paper, the se ond dire tion is investigated. Con erning the hoi e of a di erent
omplexity model, we observed that the output omplexity [5, 6, 13℄ was a good andidate.
In fa t, the output omplexity has been shown to be a robust measure of performan e
for dynami algorithms in the sequential ase [2, 5, 6, 13, 14℄. This notion applies when
the algorithms operate within a framework where expli it updates are required on a given
data stru ture. In su h a framework, output omplexity allows to evaluate the ost of
dynami algorithms in terms of the intrinsi ost of the problem on hand, i.e., in terms
of the number of updates to the output information of the problem that are needed after
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any input update. Here we show the merits of this model also in the eld of distributed
omputation, and show that in several ases it is possible to improve over the results of
Ramarao and Venkatesan [15℄.
The novelty of this paper onsists of a new eÆ ient and pra ti al
solution for the fully dynami distributed all-pairs shortest paths problem. To the best
of our knowledge, the proposed algorithm represents the rst solution for this problem,
whose message omplexity in several ases ompares favorably with respe t to re omputing
everything from s rat h after ea h edge modi ation. This result is a hieved by expli itly
devising an algorithm whose main purpose is to minimize the ost of ea h output update
determined by an input modi ation.
We use the following omplexity model. Given an input hange  and a sour e node s, let
Æ be the set of nodes hanging either the distan e or the parent in the shortest paths tree
rooted at s as a onsequen e of . Furthermore, let Æ = [ 2 Æ and  = P 2 jÆ j. We
evaluate the message and time omplexity of our algorithm as a fun tion of  . Intuitively,
this parameter represents a lower bound to the number of messages of onstant size to be
sent over the network after the input hange . In fa t, if the distan e from u to v hanges
due to , then at least u and v have to be informed about the hange.
We design an algorithm that updates only the distan es and the shortest paths that
a tually hange after an edge modi ation. In parti ular, if maxdeg is the maximum degree
of the nodes in the network, then we propose a fully dynami algorithm for the distributed
all-pairs shortest paths problem requiring in the worst ase: O(maxdeg   ) messages and
O( ) time for insert and weight de rease operations; O(maxfjÆ j; maxdegg   ) messages
and time for delete and weight in rease operations. The spa e omplexity is O(n) per node.
If  = o(n ), then the given bounds ompare favourably with respe t to [15℄.
Some of the ideas the proposed algorithm is based on are borrowed from [6, 13℄, while
others are new. In parti ular, we borrowed from [6, 13℄: a) the idea of evaluating the ost
of shortest paths algorithms in the output omplexity model; b) the idea of separating the
algorithm for weight in rease and delete operations into two a tivities: i) nding the nodes
a e ted by the operation: ii) determining new distan es and parents for these nodes. Exept for the above similarities, we use di erent algorithmi te hniques and data stru tures
with respe t to [6, 13℄.
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e the notation and des ribe
the data stru tures used throughout the paper. In Se tions 3 and 4 we des ribe the algorithms for weight de rease and weight in rease operations, respe tively, and prove their
orre tness and omplexity. Finally, in Se tion 5 we provide some on luding remarks.

Results of the paper.
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2 Preliminaries
We onsider point-to-point ommuni ation networks. In these networks, a pro essor an
generate a single message at a time and send it to all its neighbors in one time step.
Messages are delivered to their respe tive destinations within a nite delay, but they might
be delivered out of order; that is, the edges are non-FIFO. The distributed algorithms
presented in this paper allow ommuni ations only between neighbors. We assume an
asyn hronous message passing system; that is, a sender of a message does not wait for the
re eiver to be ready to re eive the message.
We represent a omputer network, where omputers are onne ted by ommuni ation
links, by an undire ted weighted graph G = (V; E; w), where V is a nite set of n nodes,
one for ea h omputer; E is a nite set of m edges, one for ea h link; and w is a weight
fun tion from E to positive real numbers. An edge (u; v ) is an unordered pair of nodes
u and v ; u and v are neighbors, and the weight of (u; v ) is denoted as w(u; v ). For ea h
node u, N (u) = fu ; u ; : : : ; udeg g ontains the neighbors of u, and deg(u) = jN (u)j.
A path between two nodes u and v is a nite sequen e p = hu  v ; v ; : : : ; v  vi of
distin t nodes su
h that, for ea h 0  i < k, (v ; v ) 2 E , and the weight of the path
P
is weight (p) =  w(v ; v ). The shortest path weight, also alled distan e, between
any pair of nodes u and v, denoted as d(u; v), is the minimum weight of all possible paths
onne ting u to v in G. A shortest path from u to v is de ned as any path p su h that
weight (p) = d(u; v ). If s 2 V is an arbitrary sour e node, we denote as T a shortest paths
tree of G rooted at s; for any u 2 V , T (u) denotes the subtree of T rooted at u. Every
u 2 V has one parent (ex ept for s), and a set of hildren in T . We assume that ea h node
u knows: i) the identities of all nodes, 1; 2; : : : ; n; ii) the identity of ea h node in N (u); iii)
for ea h u 2 N (u), the edge onne ting u to u and the weight w(u; u ).
We maintain the following data stru tures. A routing table RT [; ℄, needed to store the
information on the all-pairs shortest paths. Ea h node u in G, maintains only the set of
re ords RT [u; ℄, one re ord RT [u; v℄ for ea h possible destination v 2 V nfug. Ea h re ord
has two elds: RT [u; v℄:weight , and RT [u; v℄:via , whi h denote respe tively, the distan e
between u and v, and the neighbor of u in the path used to determine the weight . In the
paper, ea h sub omponent of the routing table RT [u; v℄: eld is also denoted as eld (u; v).
The spa e required to store the routing table is learly O(n) per node. Noti e that, the
pro edures impli itly maintain a shortest paths tree T for ea h sour e s; T is the tree
indu ed by the set of edges (u; via (u; s)), for ea h node u rea hable from s.
We assume that, when a modi ation o urs on erning an edge (u; v) in a dynami
network, only nodes u and v are able to dete t the hange. Furthermore, we do not allow
1
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hanges to the network that o ur during the exe ution of the proposed algorithm. Finally,
for ea h v 2 V , d0(s; v) denotes the distan e from s to v in the graph G0 obtained from G
after an edge modi ation. In general, in the remainder of the paper, we denote by 0 any
parameter after an edge modi ation.
We des ribe the pro edures for handling weight de rease and weight in rease operations
on the edges of a graph; the extension to insert and delete operations, respe tively, is
straightforward. After an edge modi ation, for ea h sour e s, the proposed pro edures
orre tly update weight (v; s) as d0(v; s), and via (v; s) as the neighbor of v in the path used
to determine weight (v; s) in G0. Both for weight de rease and for weight in rease operations,
we des ribe the behavior of the algorithm with respe t to a xed sour e s. To obtain the
algorithm for updating all-pairs shortest paths, it is suÆ ient to apply the algorithm with
respe t to all the possible sour es.
It is worth noting that, the pro edures proposed to update the shortest paths with
respe t to a xed sour e s, do not represent a spa e eÆ ient fully dynami distributed
solution for the single-sour e shortest paths problem. In fa t, in order to be run, they need
to know the information on the all-pairs shortest paths before the edge modi ation.
3 De reasing the weight of an edge
Suppose that a weight de rease operation  is performed on edge (x; y), that is, w0(x; y) =
w(x; y ) ,  > 0. In this ase, if d(s; x) = d(s; y ), then Æ = ;, and no re omputation
is needed. Otherwise, without loss of generality, we assume that d(s; x) < d(s; y). In this
ase, if d0(s; y) < d(s; y) then all the nodes that belong to T (y) are in Æ . On the other
hand, there might exist nodes not ontained in T (y) that belong to Æ . In any ase, every
node in Æ de reases its distan e from s as a onsequen e of .
The proposed solution is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 If v 2 Æ , then there exists a shortest path onne ting v to s in G0 that
;s
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s
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ontains the path from v to y in Ty as subpath.

Let us suppose that y 2 Æ and that d(x; s) < d(y; s). Sin e v 2 Æ , any shortest
path from s to v in G0 passes through edge (x; y). It follows that there exists in G0 a
shortest path P from s to v having the form P = (s; : : : ; x; y; : : : v). This implies that the
subpath of P onne ting v to y is a shortest path, and the lemma follows.
2
In detail, the proposed solution performs a visit of T starting from y. This visit nds
the nodes in Æ and updates their routing tables. Ea h of the visited nodes v performs
the algorithm of Figure 1. When v gures out that it belongs to Æ (line 3), it sends the

Proof.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Node v re eives the message start-de rease(u; s; weight (u; s)).
if via (v; y) = u then
begin
if weight (v; s) > w(v; u) + weight (u; s) then
begin
weight (v; s) := w (v; u) + weight (u; s)
via (v; s) := u
for ea h vi 2 N (v) n fug do send start-de rease(v; s; weight (v; s))
end
end

Figure 1: The de reasing algorithm of node v.
message start-de rease(v; s; weight (v; s)) to all its neighbors (that says to the re eiver that
it has to start the de rease algorithm be ause the distan e from s to v has been improved).
This is needed be ause v does not know its hildren in T (sin e y is arbitrary, maintaining
this information would require O(n ) spa e per node). Only when a node, that has re eived
the message start-de rease(u; s; weight (u; s)), performs line 1, it gures out whether it is
hild of a node in T .
Noti e that the algorithm of Figure 1 is performed by every node v distin t from y. The
algorithm for y is slightly di erent, as follows:
y

2

y

1. y starts the algorithm when it re eives the message start-de rease(u; s; weight (u; s))
from node u  x. This message is sent to y as soon as x dete ts the weight de rease
on edge (x; y);
2. y does not perform the test of line 1;
3. the weight w(v; u) at lines 3 and 5 oin ides with w0(x; y).
Theorem 3.2 For ea h node v 2 Ts the algorithm of Figure 1 orre ly omputes
weight (v; s) and via (v; s) after a weight de rease operation on edge (x; y ).

By Lemma 3.1, a new shortest path from s to a node v in G0 an be found as the
haining of a shortest path from s to x, edge (x; y), and a shortest path from y to v.
The algorithm in Figure 1, for any sour e node s, enfor es the following properties:

Proof.
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 the update of a node

is attempted if and only if the message
start-de rease(u; s; weight (u; s)) omes from the parent of v in T (see line 1);
 a node v may update its distan e from s only if its parent in T has been updated
(see line 7).
Therefore, for ea h sour e s, the omputation of the new distan es pro eeds by visiting
the shortest paths tree T and, for ea h visited node v, the sear h is pruned if and only if
the test at line 3 returns a negative answer. On the ontrary, if weight (v; s) is updated,
then all the an estors of v in T have been updated and, by de nition, they provide a
shortest path from y to v.
2
v

y

y

y

y

Theorem 3.3 Updating all-pairs shortest paths over a distributed network with n nodes
and positive real edge weights, after a weight de rease operation, requires O(maxdeg   )
messages, O( ) time, and O(n) spa e per node.

After a weight de rease operation  of edge (x; y), the set of nodes v su h that
oin ides with Æ . Ea h of su h nodes v sends at most deg(v) messages
(see line 7). Hen e, the total number of messages sent over the network is O(maxdeg jÆ j).
Summing up the values O(maxdeg  jÆ j) over all possible nodes in Æ , we obtain the
following bound for the number of messages required to update the all-pairs shortest paths:

Proof.

RT 0 [v; s℄ 6= RT [v; s℄

;s

;s

;s

X O(maxdeg  jÆ
2

s Æ
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j) = O(maxdeg   )

The time omplexity of the algorithm an be derived from the above analysis by eliminating the fa tor maxdeg from the message omplexity. In fa t, a node v an send RT 0[v; s℄
to all its neighbors in one time step. The spa e omplexity is learly O(n) per node. 2
4 In reasing the weight of an edge
As in the ase of weight de rease operations, we des ribe the behavior of the algorithm with
respe t to a xed sour e s. Suppose that a weight in rease  is performed on edge (x; y),
that is, w0(x; y) = w(x; y) + ,  > 0. If (x; y) 62 T (s), then nothing has to be done; in fa t,
the shortest paths from s to the other nodes are not a e ted by the hange. Otherwise,
in order to distinguish the set of required updates determined by , we asso iate a olor,
denoted as olor(q; s), to ea h node q with respe t to s (as in [6℄), as follows:
 olor(q; s) = white if q hanges neither the distan e from s nor the parent in T (i.e.,
q is white if weight 0 (q; s) = weight (q; s) and via 0 (q; s) = via (q; s));
s
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olor(q; s) = pink if q preserves its distan e from s, but it must repla e the old parent
in Ts (i.e., q is pink if weight 0(q; s) = weight (q; s) and via 0(q; s) 6= via (q; s));
olor(q; s) = red if q in

reases the distan e from s (i.e., weight 0 (q; s) > weight (q; s)).

A ording to this oloring, the nodes in Æ are exa tly the red and pink nodes.
;s

Remark 4.1 If we assume that d(s; x) < d(s; y ) then the following fa ts hold:
F1: If v 62 Ts (y ), then v 62 Æ;s ; indeed, the shortest path from s to v in Ts is not a e ted
by the hange. In other words, all the red and pink nodes belong to Ts (y ).
F2: If a node v is pink or red, then either v is a hild of a red node in Ts (y ), or v  y .
F3: If v is pink or white then all the other nodes in Ts (v ) are white.

By Fa t F1 of the above remark, only the information on the nodes in T (y) must be
pro essed. Conversely, if d(s; x) > d(s; y), then only the information on the nodes in T (x)
must be onsidered. Sin e we assume (x; y) 2 T , the ase d(s; x) = d(s; y) annot o ur.
Without loss of generality, in the remainder of the se tion we assume d(s; x) < d(s; y). By
Fa t F3 of Remark 4.1, if T (y) ontains a pink node v, then all the nodes in T (v) remain
white and do not require any update. This implies that, if we want to bound the number
of messages delivered over the network as a fun tion of the number of output updates, then
we annot sear h the whole T (y).
For ea h red or pink node v, we introdu e the following notation:
 ap (v) denotes the set of alternative parents of v with respe t to s, that is, a neighbor
q of v belongs to ap (v ) when d(s; q ) + w(q; v ) = d(s; v ).
 bnr (v) denotes the best non-red neighbor of v with respe t to s, that is, a non-red
neighbor q of v su h that the quantity d(s; q) + w(q; v) is minimum.
Noti e that, if ap (v) is empty and bnr (v) exists, then bnr (v) represents the best
way for v to rea h s in G0 by means of a path that does not ontain red nodes.
s
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De nition 4.1 Let v be a red node su h that bnrs(v ) exists. Let p be a shortest path from
s to v in G, and p0 be a shortest path from s to v in G0 via bnrs (v ). Node v is alled
boundary for s if weight (p0 ) < weight (p) + .

The importan e of distinguishing the boundary nodes among the red nodes is motivated
by the following lemma.
8

Lemma 4.2 Let v be a red node, and p be the shortest path from s to v in Ts . Let p0 be a
shortest path from s to v in G0 . Then, either p0 oin ides with p, or p0 ontains a boundary
node.

Let p0 = hv  v ; : : : ; v  si a shortest path from v to s in G0. Let v , i > 1,
the rst non-red node in p0 (v exists be ause at least s is white). By de nition of olor it
follows that v ; : : : ; v are non-red. If v = y, then p0 oin ides with p. Otherwise, v is
boundary.
2
In Figure 2 we show the on epts introdu ed so far. In parti ular, as a onsequen e of
the in rease of the weight of edge (x; y) from 2 to 5, node z is olored pink. In fa t, there
exists a path from s to z through w 62 T (y) whose weight is equal to d(z; s), and hen e
w = via 0 (z; s). A ording to Fa t F3 of Remark 4.1, all the nodes in T (z ) are white and
do not belong to Æ . The remaining nodes in T (y) are olored red and among them only
v is boundary. In fa t, the path from s to v through t = bnr (v ) is shorter than the path
from s to v through (x; y) after the in rease.
For ea h red node u, we denote as B (u) the set fhv; ` i j v 2 T (u) is boundary for sg,
where ` is the weight of the path from v to s via bnr (v), i.e., ` = w(v; bnr (v)) +
weight (bnr (v ); s).
The algorithm that we propose for handling a weight in rease operation on edge (x; y)
onsists of the following three phases:
1. Coloring: the red and pink nodes with respe t to s are found; this phase terminates
when y is aware that all the nodes in T (y) have been olored.
2. Boundarization: this phase starts at the end of the oloring, and performs two tasks:
(i) ea h pink node v omputes via (v; s) in G0 ; (ii) ea h red node v he ks whether it
is boundary or not, and omputes B (v). This phase terminates when y knows B (y).
3. Re omputing: this phase starts at the end of the boundarization, when y ommuniates B (y) to ea h red node. By using B (y), ea h red node v omputes weight 0 (v; s)
and via 0(v; s) by a simple lo al omputation.
We remark that the oloring phase does not perform any update to RT [; s℄ (and,
as a onsequen e, to T (y)). In parti ular, a pink node v updates via (v; s) during the
boundarization phase, whereas a red node v updates both weight (v; s) and via (v; s) during
the re omputing phase.
We now provide three algorithms, ea h orresponding to a phase, and for ea h algorithm
we also give a detailed des ription. Ea h algorithm is lo ally exe uted when a node re eives
a spe i message. The table in Figure 3 summarizes the messages used by the algorithms.
Proof.
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s
1

x

w(x; y ) = 2
w0 (x; y ) = 5

6

y

9

4
2

3

u

t = BNRs (v )

w = via0 (z; s)
2

2

4

v = via(z; s)
4

z

Æ;s
Ts (y )

Figure 2:

Coloring the nodes in Ts (y ) after in reasing the weight of (x; y ). Dashed lines
and urves represent edges and paths not in Ts (y ), respe tively.
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phase

oloring

message name
start- oloring

end- oloring

boundarization

start-boundarization

end-boundarization

re omputing

start-re omputing

parameter

(z; s)

omment

node z asks the re eiver to start the
oloring wrt sour e s
(z; s)
node z noti es the re eiver the end of
its own oloring wrt sour e s
(z; s; )
node z sends  to notify the re eiver to
start the boundarization wrt sour e s
(z; s; Bs(z)) node z sends Bs(z) to notify the reeiver the end of its own boundarization wrt sour e s
(z; s; Bs(y)) node z sends Bs(y) to notify the reeiver to start the re omputing wrt
sour e s

Figure 3: The messages delivered in the algorithms for weight in rease operations
Two very simple messages have been omitted from the table. The former is the message
by whi h a node z asks a neighbor v for weight (v; s), via (v; s), or olor(v; s), while the latter
is the orresponding answer of v. Before des ribing the algorithms in detail, we remark
that they work under the following assumptions:
A1. If a node v re eives a request for weight (v; s), via (v; s), or olor(v; s) then it answers
immediately.
A2. If a red node v re eives the message start- oloring(z; s), then it immediately sends
the message end- oloring(v; s) to z.
4.1

Coloring phase

This is the rst phase of the algorithm. At the beginning all nodes in T (y) are assumed
white with respe t to s, while at the end of the phase ea h of su h nodes has de ided its own
olor. The pink and red nodes are found starting from y and performing a pruned sear h
of T (y). The oloring phase of a generi node v 6= y is given in Figure 4; the behaviour of
y is sligthly di erent and is dis ussed later. Here we just point out that the oloring starts
when x and y dete t the weight hange on edge (x; y): x sends start- oloring(x; s) to y,
and y sends start- oloring(y; s) to x.
Now we des ribe in detail the oloring phase of v 6= y. When v re eives the message
start- oloring(z; s) it understands that has to de ide its olor. The behavior of v depends
on its urrent olor. Three ases may arise:
s

s
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The red node v re eives the message start- oloring(z; s).
1. send to z the message end- oloring(v; s); HALT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

The non-red node v re eives the message start- oloring(z; s).
if olor(v; s) = white then
begin
if z 6= via (v; s) then send to z the message end- oloring(v; s); HALT
aps (v ) := ;
for ea h vi 2 N (v) n fzg do
begin
ask vi for weight (vi ; s) and olor(vi ; s)
if olor(vi ; s) 6= red and weight (v; s) = w(v; vi ) + weight (vi ; s)
then aps(v) := aps(v) [ fvi g
end
end
if z 2 aps(v) then aps(v) := aps(v) n fzg
if aps(v) 6= ;
then olor(v; s) := pink
else begin
olor (v; s) := red
for ea h vi 2 N (v) n fzg send to vi the message start- oloring(v; s)
for ea h vi 2 N (v) n fzg wait from vi the message end- oloring(vi ; s)
end
send to z the message end- oloring(v; s);

Figure 4: The oloring phase of node v
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1.

In this ase, v tests whether z is its parent in T (y) or not. If z 6= via (v; s)
(line 3), then by Fa t 2 of Remark 4.1 the olor of v remains white and v ommuni ates
to z the end of its oloring. If z = via (v; s) then v nds all the alternative parents
with respe t to s, and re ords them into ap (v) (lines 4{10). After that, v he ks
how many alternative parents are available. If there is at least one alternative parent
(line 13), then v sets its olor to pink (line 14) and ommuni ates to z the end of
its oloring phase (line 20). Otherwise, if there is no alternative parent (line 15), v
performs the following four a tions (at lines 16, 17, 18, and 20, respe tively) :
- sets its olor to red;
- propagates the message start- oloring(v; s) to ea h neighbor but z;
- waits for the message end- oloring(v ; s) from ea h neighbor v 6= z;
- ommuni ates the end of its oloring phase (and, impli itly, the end of oloring
of ea h node in T (v)) by sending end- oloring(v; s) to z.
2. v is pink: In this ase, the test at line 12 is the rst a tion performed by v. If z is an
alternative parent of v, then z is orre tly removed from ap (v) (sin e z is now red).
After this removing, v ould have no further alternative parent. As a onsequen e,
v performs the test at line 13: if there are still elements in ap (v ), then v remains
pink and sends to z the message on erning the end of its oloring phase (lines 14
and 20); otherwise, v be omes red and propagates the oloring phase to its neighbors
(lines 15{19), as already des ribed in ase 1 above.
3. v is red: In this ase, v performs a di erent pro edure: it simply ommuni ates to
z the end of its oloring phase (see line 1 for red nodes). This is done to guarantee
that Assumption A2 holds.
v is white:

s

s

i

i

s

s

s

Noti e that, a ording to this strategy, at the end of the oloring phase node y is aware that
ea h node in T (y) has been orre tly olored a ording to the weight in rease operation
performed on edge (x; y). As remarked above, the algorithm of Figure 4 is performed by
every node distin t from y, while the algorithm for y is slightly di erent. In parti ular, at
line 20, y does not send end- oloring(y; s) to z  x; instead, y starts the boundarization
phase by broad asting the value  through T (y).
s

s

4.2

Boundarization phase

This phase performs two main tasks: (i) ea h pink node v omputes via (v; s) in G0; (ii)
ea h red node v he ks whether it is boundary or not, and omputes B (v). This phase
s
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Node v re eives the message start-boundarization(via (v; s); s; )
if olor(v; s) = pink then
begin
via (v; s) := q , where q is an arbitrary node in aps (v )
olor (v; s) := white; HALT
end
if olor(v; s) = red then
begin
`v := weight (v; s) + 
bnrs (v ) := nil
pink- hildrens (v ) := ;
red- hildrens (v ) := ;
for ea h vi 2 N (v) n fzg do
begin
v asks vi for weight (vi ; s), via (vi ; s), and olor(vi ; s)
if olor(vi ; s) 6= red and `v > w(v; vi ) + weight (vi; s) then
begin
`v := w(v; vi ) + weight (vi ; s)
bnrs (v ) := vi
end
if olor(vi ; s) = pink and via (vi ; y) = v
then pink- hildrens(v) := pink- hildrens(v) [ fvi g
if olor(vi ; s) = red and via (vi ; y) = v
then red- hildrens(v) := red- hildrens(v) [ fvi g
end
if bnrs(v) = nil
then Bs(v) := ;
fv is not boundary for sg
else Bs(v) := fhv; `v ig fv is boundary for sg
for ea h vi 2 pink- hildrens(v) [ red- hildrens(v)
do send start-boundarization(v; s; ) to vi
for ea h vi 2 red- hildrens(v) do
begin
wait the message end-boundarization(vi ; s; Bs(vi ))
Bs (v ) := Bs (v ) [ Bs (vi )
end
send end-boundarization(v; s; Bs (v)) to via (v; s)
end

Figure 5: The boundarization phase of node v
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terminates when y knows B (y). The boundarization phase of v 6= y is shown in Figure 5
and is des ribed below. The behaviour of y is slightly di erent and is des ribed later.
When a pink node v re eives the message start-boundarization(via (v; s); s; ), it understands that the oloring phase is terminated; at this point v needs only to hoose arbitrarily
via 0 (v; s) among the nodes in ap (v ), and to set its olor to white (lines 2{5). At this point
task (i) above has been a omplished.
When a red node v re eives the message start-boundarization(via (v; s); s; ) it needs to
understand whether it is boundary or not. A ording to De nition 4.1, v has to know whi h
is the shortest between the old path from v to s (whose weight is now in reased by  (line 8)),
and the path from v to s via bnr (v) (if any). To this aim, v has to nd bnr (v), and
therefore it asks every neighbor v for weight (v ; s), via (v ; s) and olor(v ; s) (see lines 13{
24). At the same time, v takes advantage from the knowledge on olor(v ; s) and via (v ; s)
to nd its pink and red hildren in T (y), and to re ord them into pink- hildren (v) and
red- hildren (v ) (see lines 21 and 23). This information will be used to propagate the
boundarization phase.
Now, if bnr (v) exists and the weight of the path from v to s via bnr (v) is smaller
than weight (v; s) + , then v is boundary for s. As a onsequen e, v initializes B (v) as
fhv; ` ig (line 27), where ` is the weight of the path from v to s via bnr (v).
At the end of the boundarization phase of node v, the set B (v) ontains all the pairs
hz; ` i su h that z 2 T (v) is a boundary node. In fa t, at line 28 v sends to ea h node v 2
pink- hildren (v ) [ red- hildren (v ) start-boundarization(v; s; ) (to propagate the
boundarization), and then waits to re eive B (v ) from v 2 red- hildren (v) (lines 30{
33). Noti e that, v does not wait for any message from a node v 2 pink- hildren (v),
be ause, by de nition, the boundary nodes are red. Whenever v re eives B (v ) from a
hild v , it updates B (v) as B (v) [ B (v ) (line 32). Finally, at line 34, v sends B (v) to y
via via (v; s). At this point task (ii) has been a omplished for node v. As a onsequen e,
at the end of the boundarization phase, the set B (y), ontaining all the boundary nodes
for s, has been omputed and stored in y.
Noti e that, the algorithm of Figure 5 is performed by every node distin t from y.
The algorithm for y is slightly di erent. In parti ular, at line 34, y does not send
end-boundarization(y; s; B (y )) to via (y; s)  x. Instead, y uses this information to start
the re omputing phase by broad asting through T (y) the set B (y) to ea h red node.
s
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4.3

s

Re omputing phase

In this phase, ea h red node v omputes weight 0(v; s) and via 0(v; s). The re omputing phase
of a red node v is shown in Figure 6, and des ribed in what follows. Let us suppose that v
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

The red node v re eives start-re omputing(via (v; y); s; Bs (y)).
for ea h vi 2 red- hildrens(v) do send start-re omputing(v; s; Bs(y)) to vi
wmin := minfweight (v; b) + `b j hb; `b i 2 Bs (y )g
let bmin be a node su h that wmin = weight (v; bmin ) + `bmin
weight (v; s) := weight (v; s) + 
if bnrs(v) = nil
then
fv is not boundaryg
begin
if weight (v; s) > wmin then
begin
weight (v; s) := wmin
via (v; s) := via (v; bmin )
end
end
else
fv is boundaryg
begin
weight (v; s) := wmin
via (v; s) := via (v; bmin )
end
olor(v; s) := white

Figure 6: The re omputing phase of node v
has re eived the message start-re omputing(via (v; y); s; B (y)).
First of all, by using the information ontained in red- hildren (v), v propagates
B (y ) to the red nodes in T (v ).
Then, if v is not boundary, by Lemma 4.2, two ases may arise on erning the shortest
path from s to v in G0 : (a) it oin ides with the shortest path from v to s in G (whose
weight is in reased by ); (b) it ontains a boundary node. Otherwise, ( ) the shortest path
from s to v in G0 ontains a boundary node.
In any ase, v needs to know whi h is the boundary node giving the shortest onne tion
to s. To this aim, v performs the following lo al omputation: for ea h b 2 B (y), it
omputes w as min fweight (v; b) + ` g (line 2), and b as the boundary node su h
that w = weight (v; b ) + ` min (line 3). At this point, the algorithm behaves properly
a ording to ases (a), (b), and ( ) (see Figure 6).
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4.4

Corre tness and

omplexity

In this se tion we prove the orre tness of the algorithm for weight in rease operations and
its message omplexity. The proof of orre tness is provided in terms of the orre tness
of ea h phase of the algorithm, namely Coloring (Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4), Boundarization
(Lemma 4.6), Re omputing (Lemma 4.7).
Lemma 4.3 The oloring phase is deadlo k free.

When a node v performs the oloring phase (see Figure 4), it waits for the end of
the oloring phase of all its neighbors at line 18. A ording to Assumptions A1 and A2,
during the exe ution of line 18, node v an answer immediately to requests of its neighbors
asking for weight (v; s) and olor(v; s) ( oming from line 7) and to the olor noti ation of
some neighbor ( oming from line 17).
Let us assume there is a deadlo k, that is, there exists a y le hv ; v ; : : : ; v i, v  v ,
in the network su h that node v , 2  i  k, is waiting for the end of the oloring phase of
node v . In this ase, ea h node v in the y le is red. In fa t, if v is performing line 18,
then it has previously exe uted line 16, where the olor of v is hanged to red.
Let us onsider an arbitrary node v in the y le. Sin e v is red, then either v is the
parent of v in T (y), or v is the last node in ap (v ) that hanged its olor to red. In
fa t, if this is not the ase, the olor of v must be either white (see lines 2{11), or pink (see
line 14). This implies that d(v ; y) = w(v ; v ) + d(v ; y), and then d(v ; y) > d(v ; y).
Sin e the above inequality holds for every i, it follows that d(v ; y) > d(v ; y), that is a
ontradi tion.
2
Note that, a node v omputes its olor only if and when it re eives the message
start- oloring(via (v; s); s) (see line 3 in Figure 4). Therefore, by inspe ting the algorithm
of Figure 4, it is possible to he k that the following laims hold:
C 1: a node v is olored either red or pink if and only if via (v; s) has been olored red (in
parti ular ea h node v 62 T (y) remains white);
C 2: a node v that is pink at the end of the oloring phase has a nonempty set ap (v ) of
alternative parents that are nonred;
C 3: if v is red at the end of the oloring phase then ap (v ) = ;.
It is important to observe that a pink node v sends the message end- oloring(v; s) to
its parent if ap (v) 6= ;, even if v may swit h its olor to red later. The hange from pink
to red o urs only if all the alternative parents of v have been olored red.

Proof.
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1

Lemma 4.4 At the end of the oloring phase, the nodes in V have been orre tly olored.
Proof. The oloring starts when x and y dete t the weight hange on edge (x; y ): x sends
start- oloring(x; s) to y , and y sends start- oloring(y; s) to x. Sin e we are assuming that
d(x; s) < d(y; s), then node y orre tly starts the oloring phase if and only if via (y; s) = x

(see line 3).
In the following we show that if the oloring phase starts, all nodes are orre tly olored.
The proof pro eeds by indu tion as follows. We rst prove that y is orre tly olored; then
we prove that an arbitrary node v is orre tly olored, by assuming that all the nodes whose
distan e from s is smaller than v's distan e are orre tly olored.
Base ase: y is orre tly olored.
If x = via (y; s), then y orre tly omputes ap (y). If ap (y) 6= ; then olor(y; s) is orre tly
omputed as pink at line 14; otherwise, olor(y; s) is orre tly omputed as red at line 16.
Indu tive ase: Let v be an arbitrary node olored during the oloring phase. Let us
assume by indu tive hypothesis that all the nodes z su h that weight (z; s) < weight (v; s)
are orre tly olored. One of the following ases arises:
 v is white: by laim C 1 above via (v; s) 6= red; sin e by indu tive hypothesis the olor
of via (v; s) is orre t, then the white olor of v is orre t.
 v is pink: by laim C 2 above and by indu tive hypothesis, there exists an alternative
parent z of v that has been orre tly olored nonred; hen e, the pink olor of v is
orre t;
 v is red: by laim C 3 above ap (v) is empty; this implies that all the alternative
parents of v have been olored red. By indu tive hypothesis the olor of these nodes
is orre t, and hen e the red olor of v is orre t.
s

s

s

2
Lemma 4.5 The boundarization and re omputing phases are deadlo k free.

For ea h red node v, let RE (v) = f(v; z) j z 2 red- hildren(v; s)g and let
P E (v ) = f(v; z ) j z 2 pink- hildren(v; s)g. As onsequen e of laim C 1 and by onstru tion of red- hildren and pink- hildren (see Figure 5 at lines 10, 11, 21, and 23),
the set RP E = [v : v is red or pink(RE (v) [ P E (v)) indu es a tree rooted at y. With the
only ex eption in line 14 of Figure 5 (but in this ase the request is immediately answered),
all the ommuni ations among nodes are done along the edges of this tree (see Figure 5 at
lines 28, 31, and 34, and Figure 6 at line 1), hen e no ir ular waiting is possible and then
no deadlo k an arise.
2

Proof.
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Lemma 4.6 The boundarization phase is orre t.

First of all, we have to prove that for ea h pink node v, via (v; s) is orre tly
omputed. Ea h pink node re eives the message start-boundarization propagated from y to
all the nodes belonging to the tree indu ed by set RP E de ned in Lemma 4.5 (see Figure 5,
line 28). Then ea h pink node v perform lines 2{5 and orre tly set olor(v; s) and via (v; s)
by hoosing a node in ap (v), whi h is not empty (see Claim C 2).
To omplete the proof we have to show that the set B (y) is orre tly omputed, that is,
it ontains all the boundary nodes in T (y). By ontradi tion, let us suppose the information
of a boundary node b is not in B (y). As the pink nodes, all the red ones re eive the message
start-boundarization. As a onsequen e, b surely starts the boundarization phase. Sin e b
is boundary, bnr (b) exists and the ondition at line 25 is false, then line 27 is performed.
Hen e B (b) is orre tly initialized with the information related to b. Then b enlarges B (b)
by omposing the information re eived from its red hildren (see lines 30{33). At the end,
in line 34, b sends the updated set B (b) to its parent via (b; s) in T (y). Sin e all the other
red nodes in the path from b to y perform the same statement, the information about b
rea hes y and is added to B (y) (line 32), whi h is a ontradi tion.
2

Proof.
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Lemma 4.7 For ea h red node v , the re omputing phase orre ly omputes weight 0 (v; s)
and via 0 (v; s).

A ording to line 1, ea h red node in T (y) re eives the information ontained in
the set B (y). We now show that, on e node v has re eived B (y), it an orre ly omputes
weight 0 (v; s) and via 0 (v; s) by lo al omputation.
To this aim, we rst show that if v and v are two red nodes, then weight 0(v ; v ) =
weight (v ; v ). Let p be the shortest path in G between v and v . If weight 0 (v ; v ) 6=
weight (v ; v ) then p must ne essarily ontain edge (x; y ). In this ase, either v or v does
not belong to T (y), that ontradi ts fa t F1 of Remark 4.1. This property implies that,
by using the urrent shortest path information on G, node v an determine whi h is the
boundary node b losest to s, and the distan e from v to b in G0.
A ording to Lemma 4.2, the shortest path p0 from v to s in G0 either oin ides with
the old one (but weight (p0) is in reased by ), or ontains b . If the se ond ase o urs,
weight (p0 ) is given by weight (v; b ) + ` min (` min is ontained in B (y )). A ordingly, v
an ompute via 0 (v; s).
2
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Theorem 4.8 Updating all-pairs shortest paths on a distributed network with n nodes and
positive real edge weights, after a weight in rease operation, requires O(maxfjÆ j; maxdegg
 ) messages, O(maxfjÆ j; maxdegg   ) time, and O(n) spa e per node.
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For ea h node v, storing olor(v; s), pink- hildren (v), and red- hildren (v),
for the various sour es, require O(n) spa e. This is possible be ause pink- hildren (v)
and red- hildren (v) are not permanent data stru tures. As soon as the omputation
related to a sour e s has been terminated, and the one for another sour e s0 starts, for ea h
node v, the hildren of v with respe t to s0 are stored in pla e of the hildren of v with
respoe t to s. We evaluate the message omplexity of the algorithm phase by phase.
Coloring: We rst ompute the number of messages sent and re eived by a single node v
during the exe ution of the algorithm of Figure 4, and then we sum up over all possible
red and pink nodes.
The worst ase, in terms of message omplexity, o urs when a white node v that starts
the oloring phase re eiving the message start- oloring(z; s), ful lls the following onditions:
i) ea h node in N (v ) n fz g belongs to ap (v ); ii) ea h node q in ap (v ) eventually sends to
v the message start- oloring(q; s). In this ase, v sends (and re eives) deg(v ) 1 messages
(lines 6{10) to ompute ap (v); v sends deg(v) 1 messages (line 20) to notify to ea h
node in ap (v) the end of its oloring phase; v sends deg(v) 1 messages (line 17) to
propagate the oloring phase; v re eives deg(v) 1 messages (line 19) notifying the end of
the oloring phase of the neighbors of v. Sin e the above dis ussion applies to every node
in Æ , then the total number of messages sent over the network during the oloring phase
is O(maxdeg  jÆ j).
Boundarization: During the exe ution of the algorithm of Figure 5, in order to ompute
bnr (v ), node v sends (and re eives) deg(v )
1 messages in line 14. After that this
omputation has been performed, v sends at most deg(v) 1 messages to propagate the
boundarization phase (line 28). In addition, v re eives and sends at most jÆ j messages to
olle t the information on the boundary nodes into B (v) (line 31), and to send B (v) to
via (v; s) (line 34), respe tively. Sin e the number of red nodes with respe t to s is at most
jÆ j, then the total number of messages of onstant size sent over the network during the
boundarization phase is O(maxdeg  jÆ j + jÆ j ).
Re omputing: During this phase, node y broad asts the set B (y ) to the red nodes through
the edges of the portion of T (y) spanning the red nodes. Sin e B (y) has size jÆ j, and
it is sent over at most jÆ j edges, then then the total number of messages of onstant size
sent during the re omputing phase is O(jÆ j ).
The total message omplexity of the algorithm is O(maxdeg  jÆ j + jÆ j ), that is, the
sum of the message omplexities of the three phases. In order to evaluate the message
omplexity of the proposed algorithm in the ase of all-pairs shortest paths, it is suÆ ient
to sum up the message omplexity of the three phases over all possible sour es in Æ . This
Proof.
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gives the following bound:
X O(maxdeg  jÆ j + jÆ j ) = O(maxdeg   + jÆ j   )
2

;s

;s

2







s Æ

The time omplexity of the algorithm is bounded by the above message omplexity.

2

5 Con luding remarks
We have proposed a fully-dynami distributed algorithm for the all-pairs shortest paths
problem on general networks with positive real edge weights. If  is the number of
pairs of nodes hanging the distan e after a single edge modi ation  (insert, delete,
weight de rease, or weight in rease) then the message omplexity of the proposed algorithm
is O(n ) in the worst ase. If  = o(n ), this is better than re omputing everything
from s rat h after ea h edge modi ation.
A problem harder than the one onsidered in this paper, having strong impa t in pra ti al appli ations, is the problem of updating shortest paths when multiple edge hanges
o ur simultaneously in the network. Several solutions of this problem rely on the lassial Ford-Bellman method, originally introdu ed in the Arpanet [10℄. For example, in [8℄
Humblet proposes a di erent solution, based on Dijkstra's algorithm for shortest paths,
that over omes some drawba ks of previous proto ols. An interesting further resear h is to
apply the new ideas proposed in this paper, both from an algorithmi and a omputational
omplexity point of view, to this more diÆ ult problem.
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